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Editorial

Good day
bmw club members,
Being part of the modern world and its communication methods, we are 
bombarded with concepts like globalisation and sharing. this has huge  
advantages for all of us and it is evident in being able to have the same BMW experience 
in the vehicles built around the world. 
But then i came to realise again that “one world” is very far from reality. and rather 
than creating the impression of one huge melting pot of “one people” or “one nation”  
we should be celebrating our different cultures and the different ways of life of  
people as manifested in their behaviours, beliefs, values and symbols, and that are 
passed along from one generation to the next. 

indeed, one of the aspects which i truly enjoy while travelling is the diversity  
between people and nations. We were very privileged to add some extra days before 
the Council meeting in Japan to explore. this was planned in great detail – not without 
lots of anxiety and apprehension as it such a different culture: we were travelling in a country where none of us have 
been before, nobody could speak the language nor read the road signs. Nevertheless, to get the real experience 
away from the big cities we included a visit to the Kamikochi area in central Japan – a popular local tourist destination 
which is in the Japanese alps and has among its many attractions excellent hiking trails and natural hot spas. it is 
a pristine and tranquil nature reserve zealously protected as it is one of the water sources for large parts of Japan.  
For example, no private vehicles are allowed into the area and you literally have to park your car outside in public 
parkinglots and make use of public transport to get to your accommodation. Not to mention that almost all the sig-
nage is in Japanese. the hospitality we received was astonishing – arriving at the hotel, we were asked to remove 
our shoes and  place them in a special area demarcated for BMW Clubs. We were then made comfortable in the 
lounge area and introduced to the hotel and its services, as well as the things to do in the area. For dinner we were 
BTTJHOFE�B�TQFDJBM�IPTUFTT�XIP�趒VFOUMZ�FYQMBJOFE�BMM�UIF�UBTUZ�EJTIFT�TFSWFE�UP�VT�ѭ�TPNFUJNFT�SFRVJSJOH�B�RVJDL�
internet translator visit to ensure we got all the answers.

one of the highlights of this stay for me – to celebrate the last evening of the tour – was that we all agreed to wear 
kimonos to dinner, which were provided for use when going to the spa. after dinner, while savouring some excel-
lent Japanese single-malt whisky in the lounge area, we were approached by an elderly Japanese gentleman who 
couldn’t stop giggling and laughing, but we just couldn’t understand why. that is until his wife arrived – and she 
FYQMBJOFE�UIBU�IF�KVTU�XBOUFE�B�QIPUPHSBQI�XJUI�VT�BT�GPS�UIF�趑STU�UJNF�JO�IJT�MJGF�IF�IBE�TFFO�B�HSPVQ�PG�GPSFJHOFST�
wearing Japanese traditional dress! this resulted in many photos being taken and many “Kanpai!”s (“Cheers!”) 
shared. 
thank you, Japan, for the generosity and hospitality experienced. 
and i again need to express our gratitude to BMW Club Japan for including us in your 50th anniversary Celebrations 
– you showed us true camaraderie and we are proud to wear our BMW Club Japan shirts. it was a great privilege!

as we continue to build our own traditions and culture within BMW Clubs - please join us in congratulating the 2014 
award winners who are honoured by the BMW Group and BMW Clubs international Council for the contribution 
they make to BMW Clubs’ world:

ŀ  ian Branston, Jos Hellenbrand, Karol Patzer, leo Newland and Will Guyan were each accepted unanimously as  
Friend of the Marque, a title given to extraordinary individuals for their achievements and exceptional commitment.
ŀ��(PFU[� 1GBG趒JO� SFDFJWFE� UIF� Ѷ1SPG�� %S�� (FSIBSE� ,O¶DIMFJO� #.8�$MBTTJD� "XBSEѶ� XIJDI� IPOPVST� QFSTPOT� GSPN� 

the international spectrum of BMW Clubs who make an outstanding contribution to promoting the BMW  
heritage through optimal care of their historic BMWs and making them accessible to the public by active  
participation in events.
ŀ  BMW Motorrad Club Malaysia was voted the BMW Club of the Year 2014, nominated by BMW Clubs asia for the 

dedication and hard work of the club members. 

david de bruyn
Chairman
BMW Clubs international Council

Editorial
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welcome to the mountains!
the BMW Clubs Schweiz are proud to be organising the 50th  BMW Clubs Europa Meeting in 
the coming year, set to take place on 01 –  07 June 2015 in davos, the highest city in Europe. 
Five hotels of various categories will be available exclusively to BMW friends, and we will also be 
guests in the famous modern congress centre. of course we do not wish to reveal everything at 
this point, and we will be keeping a few surprises up our sleeves until nearer the time! Even the 
preliminary programme from Monday to Wednesday offers several highlights, giving guests a 
chance to rest and relax after the long journey. Come with us on a visit to the Monstein brewery 
or on a trip with the rhaetian railway through Engadin to St. Moritz and back to davos. the 
agenda even includes a visit to the Swiss institute for Snow and avalanche research, along with 
a trip on a horse-drawn carriage into one of the most scenic valley in the alps. 
/BUVSBMMZ�GBOT�PG�"MQJOF�CFOET�XJMM�BMTP�趑OE�XIBU�UIFZ�BSF�MPPLJOH�GPS��4PNF�PG�UIF�NPTU�CFBVUJGVM�
alpine passes are located right by your hotel door. our experienced club members will be happy 
to be your tour guides. of course you are also free to discover the surrounding region on your 
own if you so prefer. one thing that you should not forget to get hold of is the davos inklusive 
Card. this visitors’ card grants you free use of all mountain railways and local buses that are 
PQFSBUJOH��5IF�PG趑DJBM�QSPHSBNNF�LJDLT�PGG�PO�UIF�FWFOJOH�PG����+VOF�XJUI�B�XFMDPNF�BQFSJUJG�
followed by dinner. on the Friday we will set out on a three-country picnic tour. in the evening 
you are then invited to a pleasant get-together.
on Saturday, the Concours d’Elégance on the site of the davos Congress Centre directly by the 
spa gardens is sure to be an impressive sight. a small trip is also planned as an alternative. the 
HSBOE�趑OBMF�PG�UIF�XFFL�XJMM�UBLF�QMBDF�PO�4BUVSEBZ�FWFOJOH�XJUI�BO�VOGPSHFUUBCMF�QSPHSBNNF�
of excellent food and fantastic music to get you on your feet. We will be rocking the hall! 
5IF�PG趑DJBM������#$&�NFNCFSTIJQ�DBSE�XJMM�HJWF�ZPV�B�EJTDPVOU�PG����FVSPT�PGG�UIF�FOUSZ�GFF�� 
to view all the important information about the meeting, go to www.bcemeeting2015.com 

We look forward to seeing you there!
BMW Clubs Schweiz

01 –  07 June 2015

50th
bmw clubs  
europa meetinG.

save the date.

01 –  07 June 2015.

CUrrENt iSSUES
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peter rust 
*1933  † 2013 

howard walker, 
former secretary of BMW Clubs European Federation (BCEF)
Peter rust worked for many years for BMW Clubs in the UK and abroad. during his life he 
was involved with setting up BMW Clubs Europa, was a chairman of the BMW Car Club GB, 
and treasurer of the BMW Clubs European Federation (BCEF) for the last eight years of his 
life. the last time i met Peter was at the BMW Festival at Gaydon in 2012, where he proudly 
showed me the BMW E46 convertible that he had recently purchased as a complement 
to the 5 Series touring in which we had driven to the 2012 Motorrad Festival in Garmisch-
Partenkirchen. We both knew that this would likely be our last meeting, and sadly that is how 
it turned out. later in the year, the terminal illness from which Peter had suffered for some 
UJNF�趑OBMMZ�UPPL�IJN�BXBZ�� *U�IBE�MPOH�CFFO�UIF�JOUFOUJPO�PG�UIF�#$&'�CPBSE�UP�QVU�1FUFS�
forward as a Friend of the Marque, but the suddenness of his death caught us out. this was 
solved by asking the BMW Clubs international Council to make the award posthumously,  
something that had never been done before. they agreed immediately, and this was  
DPO趑SNFE�BU�UIFJS�"(.�JO�������
on 5th�.BSDI������XF�趑OBMMZ�NBOBHFE�UP�NFFU�XJUI�1FUFSѳT�GBNJMZ�BOE�NBLF�UIF�QSFTFOUBUJPO�� 
Peter’s brother lived south of london and his sister in america, and so was unable to  
attend. the venue was the Birch restaurant, which was the restaurant that we had used 
when arranging the celebration of the BMW Car Club’s 50th birthday in 2002. it seemed 
apt for the occasion. My wife Jacqueline and i collected Peter’s brother Jon and his wife 
linda, and drove them on the 150-mile journey to Woburn, where we met up with Peter’s 
lady friend of many years, avril, and the Vice President of the BMW Car Club GB, John Safe, 
a very close friend of Peter, who was also a Vice President of the car club when he died. 
the restaurant provided us with a superb and leisurely lunch, after which the presentation 
XBT�NBEF�UP�+PO��"WSJM�BOE�-JOEB�XFSF�BMTP�QSFTFOUFE�XJUI�B�CPVRVFU�PG�趒PXFST�FBDI��"GUFS�
the presentation, a toast was made to Peter, and John Safe thanked the board of BCEF for 
a good day and excellent meal. it would have been great to have been able to present the 
award to Peter during his lifetime, but his family were proud to accept it on his behalf. Peter 
was indeed a Friend of the Marque!

friend of the marque.
tribute to a

memories of bob roemer.
ilka huss, #.8�$MVCT�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�0G趑DF
Keeping a tradition alive successfully is to a 
large extent due to the efforts of outstanding 
personalities working in many different areas 
of the BMW Club world. this commitment 
and enthusiasm for the brand is appropriately 
recognised with the Friend of the Marque 
award, which remains valid even after the in-
dividual’s death.
in July of this year we heard from our  
longstanding colleague Martine rapp from 
BMW Welt that someone very special was 
coming to visit – Janet roemer. Her husband 
Bob roemer, who died in 2013, was once 
editor of the CCa magazine “roundel” and 
JT�POF�PG� UIF�QSPNJOFOU�趑HVSFT� UP�IBWF�CFFO� 
honoured with the Friend of the Marque  
award.
Former President of the international 
Council ian Branston said this of him: “Bob 

roemer was not just a noted member of the Club in 
the United States, but through the roundel he reached 
members around the globe with his passion, knowledge 
and insight. among the BMW fans who make up the  
international Club movement, Bob was truly exceptional. His  
outstanding contributions were recognised in 1996 when 
he was awarded the precious Friend of the Marque award, 
the Council’s highest honour.”
Janet roemer was travelling from the US especially to  
collect her very smart new BMW M3 Convertible at BMW 
Welt. We did not want to miss this opportunity to meet her 
in person and arranged a meeting through Ms rapp. 
rather appropriately, the President of the BMW Clubs  
international Council david de Bruyn happened to be on 
a brief visit to Munich that very day. it was a great honour 
for us to meet the wife of a Friend of the Marque. over a 
cup of coffee we once again expressed our appreciation of 
her husband’s dedication and told her about current issues 
in international BMW club life. We very much hope she  
enjoys driving her new BMW under the Californian sun.

information about this award and the nomination procedure can be found in  
Guideline no. 6 available on bmw-clubs-international.com 

submissions must be received by 31 January 2015!

about  the "friend of the marque" award.

rEPortS
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matz rosenquist, 
Vice-Chair Motorcycles, BMW Clubs international Council
this year, the 2014 annual General Meeting of BMW Clubs  
international Council was hosted by BMW Club Japan. the club 
is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year and is also one of the 
founding members of the international Council. it was also with 
great pleasure that we were able to meet the new management  
of BMW Classic. Mr Ulrich Knieps is now in charge of BMW  
Classic and Mrs Gabrielle Fink is, among other tasks, responsible for 
the BMW Club scene.
a big reorganisation of BMW Classic is under way and it certainly 
looks promising! Clearly BMW Classic and the club world will be 
NPSF�FYQPTFE�GSPN�OPX�PO�BOE�UIBU�DBO�POMZ�CF�PG�CFOF趑U�
as usual a major programme had been prepared, including a visit 
to BMW Japan, sightseeing in tokyo and a most memorable visit 
to Motegi raceway, where we were all able to try out various cars 
in BMW M livery.

5IFSF� XFSF� BUUFOEFFT� GSPN� BMM� PWFS� UIF� XPSME� SF趒FDUJOH� UIF� 
widespread presence of the brand, and a great mix of car and moto-
SZDMF�FOUIVTJBTUT��.PTU�PG�VT�IBE�B�MPOH�趒JHIU�UP�5PLZP��"T�GPS�NZTFMG�
the trip took 17 hours from door to door. i was really looking forward 
UP�UIJT�NFFUJOH�BT�JU�XPVME�CF�NZ�趑STU�POF�BT�7JDF�$IBJS�.PUPSDZDMFT�

Saturday, 27 September was the main arrival day and the only  
activity was a welcome dinner. it was great to meet old friends and 
also see new faces. it felt as if we had last met just yesterday,  even 
though it was a year ago, and it was good to see the new delegates 
being welcomed and made feel at home.

on Sunday, sightseeing and a trip to the imperial Palace asakus 
in tokyo was scheduled. We never got close to the palace but 
we were “educated” in the history of the Japanes emperors and  
shoguns. it is actually quite recently that the emperor moved to  
tokyo from Kyoto, which is in fact the authentic imperial town.
0OF� SF趒FDUJPO� XBT� IPX� NPEFSO� +BQBO� ѶDPOOFDUTѷ� XJUI� 
ancient Japan! From a visitor’s point of  view it was fantastic to see 
this “connection”. 

this visit took place in the morning and afterwards we were  
transferred to Motegi raceway – a real highlight for most of us. We 
had the opportunity to try out the various BMW M cars from the M1 
to the M6. the BMW M4 became my favourite! What a car! We never 
got “a free lap” to really try out the cars, but they were certainly all 
very powerful cars. a ceremony was held upon our arrival at Motegi.  

the international  
council visitinG 

tokyo.
㼅♀梑

rEPortS
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as BMW Club Japan is celebrating its 50th anniversary, a huge cake 
was brought up onto the stage and duly cut! in all, a most memorable  
day!
Monday meant work. the aGM was held at the tokyo Prince Hotel,  
just around the corner from the famous tokyo tower. the tower 
MPPLT�MJLF�UIF�&JGFM�5PXFS�CVU�JT�UBMMFS�CZ�����NFUSFT��5IF�趑STU�EBZ�PG�
the aGM included a rather full agenda. the discussions were very 
QPTJUJWF�BOE�UIFSF�XFSF�OP�EJG趑DVMU� JTTVFT��"�QSPQFS�PWFSWJFX�DBO�
only be provided by the minutes of the meeting, but here i will just 
mention a few of the items.
in 2016, BMW is celebrating its centenary. Work on the 
events to mark 100 years of the company’s existence is 
well under way, and a major aspect is the purchase of the  
premises where BMW started manufacturing aircraft engines. the 
buildings will be renovated and modernised to suit the needs of 
BMW Classic.
all sorts of celebrations are planned for 2016: a special exhibition at 
techno Classica, BMW Motorrad days, club events in Munich and 
so on – so do look out for all the activities on offer in 2016!
a huge issue is the question of geographical boundaries.  
originally, the international Council world club map was based on 
BMW sales regions. the world has certainly changed since then 
and the map may need revision. Possibly the voting allocation may 
need to be revised with regard to this issue. all these questions 
were assigned to working groups, although no changes are being 
recommended for the time being. it will surely be brought up in 

the future. all clubs present were given time to present what has 
been done the past year and what is on the agenda for the next.  
obviously there’s a huge dedication among club people all over the 
world. the economy is of course one of the crucial items on the agenda  
BOE� POF� PG� UIF� QPTJUJWF� JTTVFT� JT� UIBU� B� 趑YFE� BNPVOU� IBT� CFFO� 
allocated for special club/umbrella events. Clubs and umbrellas will 
CF�BCMF�UP�BQQMZ�GPS�趑OBODJBM�TVQQQPSU�CZ�趑MJOH�BO�BQQMJDBUJPO�
the budget for 2015 is more or less unchanged. it’s divided among 
events, club visits, Newsletter BMW Clubs’ World, Council meetings 
BOE�DMVC�PG趑DF��5IF�CPBSE�IBT�CFFO�QSFTFOU�BU�NFFUJOHT�PG�UIF�"TJBO�
umbrella, the latin america Federation and at BMW Motorrad days 
among others.
one important issue is how to raise interest and how to engage 
BMW owners in club life. and perhaps more important, how do we 
lower the average age of the club members? Not an easy task as the 
competition from social media etc. is tough, it’s fast, unorganised 
and run without a board and traditional club structure. dr Bernhard 
,O¶DIMFJO� XBT� OPNJOBUFE� BOE� SF�FMFDUFE� BT� 7JDF�$IBJS� $MBTTJD�� 
the rest of the board remains unchanged until next year.
the whole meeting ended with a great farewell dinner in lovely  
premises. We  enjoyed wonderful food and the most beautiful view 
overlooking night-time tokyo. it was a splendid occasion all round. 
the next day, the journey home was another 17 hours – but it was 
certainly worth it!
a big thank you to Mr Masakuni Hosobuchi for organising this 
most memorable event. thank you Buchi-San!

৫ਲ਼৵৯ꛨ
thank you!

rEPortS
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the bmw v&ccca’s 
colorado club 
holiday.
Experiencing the grandeur of the Colorado rockies with a group 
of BMW friends in mid-June is as good as it gets. Building  
on the tradition of past club rallies and holidays, 40  
members of the BMW V&CCCa gathered in Colorado 
Springs on June 10 to launch the Club’s main 2014 event, a  
one-week outing through some of Colorado’s most scenic by-
ways. Members came from as far away as oregon, California, 
New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Florida, South Carolina and 
texas, from 12 states in all, plus the reicherts from Germany 
and Miro Stromar from alberta, a wonderful group of wonderful  
people for what turned out to be a very happy event.  
Colorado’s summer really doesn’t begin until the 4th of July; 
June temperatures are often still quite chilly, the serious snow 
melt of the winter’s precipitation has only just begun, and some 
of the higher mountain passes, while generally open for Me-
morial day weekend, are sometimes delayed. an example was 
,FCMFS�1BTT�XIJDI�IBE�FYQFSJFODFE�B�TJHOJ趑DBOUMZ�IJHIFS�UIBO�
normal snowfall during the 2013/14 winter and was reopened 
GPS� USBG趑D�PO�+VOF���� UIF�EBZ�CFGPSF�XF�XFSF�TDIFEVMFE�UP�
take this road west from Crested Butte! However, we were very 
lucky: the weather was good, the roads were clear, even Pikes 
Peak with an elevation of 14,110 ft (4,302 m) at the top was 
dry, and we were able to avoid the hordes who had congregated 
in Salida for the annual mid-June rafting festival, which was in 
full swing just when our route took us from Colorado Springs 
to Crested Butte – via Salida. and because of the very atypical 
late-spring precipitation, the hillsides and pastures we passed 
presented themselves in luscious green, providing for wonderful 
views throughout our week’s travels. What drove the timing for 

our 2014 Club Holiday was the schedule of the BMW CCa’s 
oktoberfest, organized to start on Monday, June 16 in Beaver 
Creek, Co. our plan was to end our Club Holiday in Beaver 
Creek on June 16 and to join the CCa’s welcome reception 
that evening, so that those of our members who wanted to par-
ticipate in the CCa’s o’fest activities during the week of June 
16 could easily do so.
Back to Colorado Springs, where we met at the Garden of the 
Gods Club on tuesday, June 10, where local club member 
rick Meinig had organized an afternoon parade through the 
Garden of the Gods, with a stop for a royal tea at the legendary 
Glen Eyrie Castle, a wonderful beginning for our week’s drives. 

Wednesday, June 11 was a busy day, with a morning drive to 
the top of Pikes Peak followed by an afternoon visit to the U.S. 
air Force academy. the drive on the newly all-paved road to 
Pikes Peak, with remnants of the winter’s snow alongside the 
road near the top, and breathtaking views from the peak were 
early highlights of the week’s agenda. the afternoon visit to the 
air Force academy provided for an opportunity for our photo-
grapher friend Elliott Schnackenberg to capture a couple of very 
special images of most of the holiday cars grouped around a 
Vietnam-era B52 bomber near the north entrance into the  
academy grounds. 

thursday, June 12�XBT�PVS�趑STU�UJNFE�ESJWJOH�EBZ�UBLJOH�VT�GSPN�
Colorado Springs via Salida and over Monarch Pass (11,312 ft / 
3,449 m) to Crested Butte, where we stayed at the very friendly 
Nordic inn located near the area’s ski slopes. as the World Cup 

(PFU[�&��1G¤GꗆJO 
President, BMW Vintage & Classic Car Club of america

rEPortS
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had begun in Brazil, several of our teams elected to disregard 
UIF� TQFDJ趑FE� UJNF�XJOEPX� GPS� BSSJWBM� BOE� IFBEFE� JOUP� UIF� 
Nordic inn to catch as much of the televised World Cup games 
as possible. after the games and a marvelous cocktail reception 
in the inn’s lobby we all headed to Maxwell’s Steakhouse in 
downtown Crested Butte for dinner.

the next day, Friday, June 13, we followed a very scenic 
route, a 256-mile drive, including about 30 miles of just freshly 
opened and newly graded but unpaved Kebler Pass, thence 
to the town of Montrose and south through ouray, along the 
“Million dollar Highway” across red Mountain Pass (11,075 ft / 
3,377 m), Molass Pass (10,899 ft / 3,323 m) and Coal Bank Pass  
(10,640 ft / 3,244 m) to durango, our destination for this sec-
ond timed driving day.

on Saturday, June 14,�PVS�UIJSE�BOE�趑OBM�UJNFE�ESJWJOH�EBZ�XF�
趑STU�IFBEFE�XFTU�UP�WJTJU�UIF�.FTB�7FSEF�/BUJPOBM�1BSL�UP�WJFX�
the incredible cliff dwellings of the ancestral Pueblo people, 
and after lunch continued north to the resort town of telluride 
for our overnight stop. the day’s total distance was about 115 
miles, an easy day after the two previous days with over 200 
miles each.

the next day, Sunday, June 15, was our shortest driving day, 
just over 100 miles, taking us from telluride to the Gateway 
Canyons resort, where our members had free time to enjoy  
the pool, and where we met for a cocktail reception and guided  
tour through the phenomenal Gateway Colorado auto  
Museum, the John Hendrix collection celebrating 100 years 
of automotive history in america. John Hendrix, the founder 
of the discovery Channel, had discovered “this most amazing 
and little known location” with its “red rocks, impossibly blue 
skies – truly the scenic driving experience of a lifetime” some 
years ago, built himself a personal retreat and then developed the 
resort and as a part of that created the Gateway auto Museum, 
where we could admire the one-of-a-kind 1954 oldsmobile 

F88 Concept Car, the “Mona lisa” of this collection. as this 
XBT�PVS�趑OBM�EBZ�CFGPSF�KPJOJOH�UIF�#.8�$$"ѳT�0LUPCFSGFTU�JO�
Beaver Creek we made this evening our awards banquet, with 
every participant receiving a medal for successfully surviving  
the three days of timed drives, most winning gold, some  
winning silver and one team winning bronze! Five teams ended 
the Club Holiday without any penalty points, which should have 
led to a Platinum Medal; however, as we had only Bronze,  
4JMWFS�BOE�(PME�UIF�BXBSET�GPS�UIFTF�趑WF�UFBNT�XFSF�DIBSBDUFS-
ized a “Super Gold”:

ŀ�dirk and alexandra de Groen
ŀ�Scott and Fran Hughes
ŀ�Elliott Schnackenberg
ŀ�lonny and lou ann Shirk
ŀ�Mike and Peg Valentine

Prior to the presentation of the medals i expressed everyone’s  
gratitude and appreciation for the support and special  
contributions of our sponsors, the BMW CCa Foundation, and  
Murray BMW of denver. it was a very friendly and joyous evening 
in a beautiful setting in the Entrada restaurant at the Gateway 
Canyons resort, at the end of which we said our farewells to 
our two oregon teams, Eric Swensson and his wife Edy, and 
ralph Harding, who were going to set off on their return trips 
CBDL�IPNF� UIF� GPMMPXJOH�NPSOJOH��0VS� 趑OBM� GVMM� EBZ�.POEBZ�
June 16, involved another busy schedule, with 232 miles to 
#FBWFS�$SFFL� JODMVEJOH�B�TJEF�USJQ�UP�UIF�NBHOJ趑DFOU�$PMPSBEP�
Monument National Park high above the town of Grand Junc-
tion, and a picturesque drive along i-70, including through the 
Glenwood Canyon. We arrived in Beaver Creek in time to join our 
friends at the BMW CCa’s Welcome reception at the Park Hyatt  
Beaver Creek, launching this year’s oktoberfest. this annual  
celebration, the 45th such extravaganza, “transformed the 
mountain village of Beaver Creek into the world center of all 
things BMW for the week of June 16-20”, and CCa kindly  
invited the membership of the BMW V&CCCa to join the party.

top left: Some of the teams atop Pikes 
Peak (14110 ft / 4,302 m), site of the 
famoues Pikes Peak Hill Climb.
top right: in front of the red rocks 
nearby Glen Eyrie Castle in the Garden 
of the Gods in Colorado Springs.
bottom: Nine of the 20 teams in front 
of a Vietnam era B-52 displayed at the 
U.S. air Force academy in Colorado 
Springs.
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Gerhard holmer, Vice President of the BMW 6er Club e. V.
Exceptions prove the rule and they also add a dab of colour 
to our (club) lives. Which is why we were so pleased when we 
got the message from oswald Meier telling us that he was  
planning to visit the BMW Group headquarters in Munich together  
with our club on 26 July. in true E24 Freunde style, oswald  
organised a casual get-together at the Weyprechtshof in 
the north of the Bavarian capital, starting the day off with a  
splendid breakfast of weisswurst beneath a perfect white and blue 
sky. Situated in the idyllic location of the broken-glass… sorry,  
i mean precious stone neighbourhood of Milbertshofen,  
we were pleased to see numerous new faces among the  
familiar old ones in this typical Munich biergarten, and to talk 
about our motoring experiences. the fact that some members 
PG� UIF�#.8��FS�$MVC�IBE�NBEF� UIFJS�XBZ� GSPN�BT� GBS�B趑FME�BT�
Baden-Württemberg and Zurich for just one day met with great 
respect. there were also members of the 8 Series Club from 
Switzerland at the meeting, and thanks to them too for making 
UIF� FGGPSU�� 'PMMPXJOH� B� HFOFSBM� CSJF趑OH� 	KVTU� CFGPSF� UIJOHT� HPU� 
going, BMW slapped a number of regulations on us that we had to  
BEIFSF� UP
� JU�XBT� 趑OBMMZ� UJNF� GPS� VT� UP�NBLF�PVS�XBZ� JO� DPOWPZ�
to the famous four-cylinder building and the no-less famous  
museum. 

radiant and cordial as ever, ilka Huss from the BMW Clubs  
*OUFSOBUJPOBM�0G趑DF�XFMDPNFE�FBDI�WFIJDMF� JO� UVSO�BOE�IBOEFE�
out original BMW Club ribbons for the name tags that we for our 
part had created in diligent late-evening craft activities. after all, ViPs 
OFFE�7*1�JEFOUJ趑DBUJPO�JG�UIFZ�BSF�UP�FOKPZ�ѶFOUFS�BMM�BSFBTѷ�TUBUVT�

and it was worthwhile. the panorama of the world-famous tower 
building inaugurated in 1973 together with the museum that 
opened that same year (referred to lovingly as the “weisswurst-

kessel” or “white sausage pot”) is already extremely impressive.  
it was a unique thrill to be able to view and photograph this  
extraordinary architectural ensemble with all of our 6 Series cars 
parked to the front, and to top it all off, a white and blue sky (at least 
to start with). 

However, it wasn't long before the sky clouded over somewhat 
and it turned tropically humid, but this also formed a suitable 
backdrop for the crowds of inquisitive visitors from all over the 
world (including some quite exotic locations) who made their way 
in droves from the BMW Welt building to us, visibly impressed by 
the neatly lined up parade of 50 BMW E24 vehicles. 

one after the other, photos were taken and more than one  
6 Series owner had to halt the more enthusiastic fans from  
coming too close, to avoid scratches or other unwanted souvenirs  
being deposited on the vehicle prior to their exit. Some people even 
tried to open the doors and get inside.

the best question of the day came from an East European 
visitor, who enquired in remarkably good German whether  
the cars had just been sold, since each one of them bore a 
number plate from a different city. three-and-a-half hours 
were more than enough to discover the extensive premises  
of the adjacent BMW Welt building. our ids granted us free entry 
to the museum, where at that moment Elvis Presley’s recently  
rediscovered, still unrestored BMW 507 was on display, as was 
the special exhibition “rolls-royce – Strive for Perfection”. it was 
the pre-war rolls-royce that displayed the largest dimensions, 
and the meticulousness of the manual work with which the cars are 
still built today is no less than astounding. You had the impression 
that low-price manufacturers could get an entire day’s production 
from the material employed in a single Phantom or Ghost! 

a white and blue story from

bmw 6er club e. v.
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Unfortunately, the new Wraith was not available to see, and neither were several 
earlier highlights from BMW's history. of course it isn’t possible to show absolute-
ly everything, and yet the downward-leading ramp that resembled the Guggen-
heim Museum in New York appeared strangely sterile and empty. it was easy to 
think that valuable space was now simply not being used, unlike before, when it 
XBT�趑MMFE�XJUI�FYIJCJUT�DMJOHJOH�TQFDUBDVMBSMZ�UP�UIF�JOTJEF�PG�UIF�ѶCPXMѷ��

Unfortunately, not everybody was able to stay until the late afternoon and accompany 
the group back to Weyprechthof to end this wonderful day together.
What remains are wonderful memories of a very special location and a chance to 
meet new, like-minded people who all share the same hobby. We would be more 
than happy if our new friends might one day also turn into new club members. 
5IF�#.8��FS�$MVC�JT�OPU�POMZ�BO�ѶPG趑DJBMѷ�#.8�$MVC�XJUI�UXP�NBKPS�USJQT�QFS�
year. our activities centre on building friendships, supporting each other and  
organising private trips to other federal states and countries. Since we also  
NBJOUBJO� DPOUBDUT� XJUI� PUIFS� PG趑DJBM� #.8� $MVCT� XF� DBO� BMTP� CFOF趑U� GSPN� 
synergies for future meetings with other clubs, which would open up entirely new 
possibilities that could never be less than extremely worthwhile. 
We look forward to seeing you on our website and receiving your messages at 
the e-mail address provided. We will be happy to respond to all messages from 
interested persons. 
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anja schmid, 
$MVC�0G趑DF�.BOBHFS�#.8�$MVC�%FVUTDIMBOE�F�7�
the Berlin-based BMW drivers Club la Familia contacted the 
PG趑DJBM�VNCSFMMB�PSHBOJTBUJPO�#.8�$MVC�%FVUTDIMBOE�F��7��BU�UIF�
beginning of 2014. the club was in the process of organising its 
趑STU�NBKPS�NFFU�VQ�BOE�XBOUFE�UP�BTL�1SFTJEFOU�PG�#.8�$MVC�
deutschland e. V. (BCd) Helmut Schmid for support.
as the name suggests, la Familia is particularly family-oriented 
and aims to include all family members in its activities. the club’s 
philosophy brought it into contact with Sonnenhof Children’s  
Hospice. this institution is dedicated to supporting families with 
children, teenagers and young adults who suffer from incurable 
diseases. For many young people it is the last stage of their  
KPVSOFZ��"T�UIF�IPTQJDF�TQPOTPS�UIF�#K¶SO�4DIVM[�'PVOEBUJPO�
has put much loving care into creating a peaceful place where 
these individuals can take their leave in dignity.
the BMW drivers Club la Familia had the idea of inviting  
parents and siblings (so-called “shadow children”) from the 
hospice to take part in the meet-up. the aim in doing so 
XBT� UP� JOKFDU� TPNF� QMFBTVSF� BOE� WBSJFUZ� JOUP� UIFJS� EJG趑DVMU�

lives. donations were also to be collected for the hospice.  
Mr Schmid instantly took to this idea: not only did he offer his 
support, he also wished to be involved personally. the local 
BMW dealership riller & Schnauck GmbH likewise agreed to 
assist. it not only provided its premises for the event but also 
organised a free car wash station, test drives in the BMW i3, 
a BMW i8 for detailed inspection, BMW lifestyle products at 
QSFGFSFOUJBM�QSJDFT�BOE�B�MBWJTIMZ�趑MMFE�HPPEZ�CBH�GPS�FBDI�PG�
the approx. 250 participants.

5IF�UJNF�趑OBMMZ�DBNF�PO���th august 2014. riller & Schnauck 
GmbH provided four BMW 5 Series touring  models  to collect  
the parents and shadow children from the hospice. one little 
boy got the chance of a particularly exclusive trip. When he 
saw the convoy’s “little red escort vehicle”, he instantly knew 
it was his “taxi”! He had the special privilege of riding with BCd 
President Helmut Schmid in the latter’s BMW Z3 M roadster. 
Could there be anything better than to see a child’s eyes  
sparkling in a BMW? the drive to the event location took the 
visitors right across Berlin. at the event itself, younger and 

charity event
puts a sparkle in  
children’s eyes.

bmw club 
la familia.
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older guests from the hospice spent several hours enjoying a 
diverse range of activities. 
While little BMW fans had fun on the bobby-car circuit and 
playing with remote-controlled vehicles, older fans were happy 
to subject participant vehicles to close inspection. this was 
mainly undertaken by the ladies of the organising club with a 
sober eye for every detail. Winners in the individual categories 
such as “Best-looking vehicle”, “Greatest distance travelled to 
the event” etc. were able to look forward to a total of 60 cups, 
prizes and vouchers.
the catering selection included sausages as well as coffee and 
cake. the event provided a welcome change for the families 
and a degree of normality for the shadow children in particular. 
this is often not possible due to the overriding pressure of their 
siblings’ illness. 
5IF�GBNJMJFT�趑OBMMZ�UPPL�UIFJS�MFBWF�PG�-B�'BNJMJB�XJUI�B�XBSN�
thank-you and were transported back by the shuttle service. 
5IJT�HSBEVBMMZ�CSPVHIU�UIF�趑STU�EBZ�PG�UIF�NFFU�VQ�UP�B�DMPTF�
the crowning conclusion being the award ceremony for the 
vehicle ratings with prizes presented by the board members 
of BMW drivers Club la Familia.
another highlight was planned for this Berlin weekend on the 
Sunday. the entire club was invited to attend the summer fes-
tival at the Sonnenhof Children’s Hospice. our little friend from 
Saturday – by now an enthusiastic BMW fan – was once again 
in attendance. We presented him with the cup that the BMW 
Z3 M roadster had won the day before. He was clearly bursting 
with joy and pride. Everyone there was highly impressed by 
the peaceful atmosphere of the hospice as well as the love, 

warmth and cordiality that could be felt there. there was great 
interest when the BCd President announced the amount 
raised in donations. Proceeds generated from the meet-up 
together with private donations from Bavaria to round up the 
sum came to a total of 1,300 euros. this amount was formally 
presented as a cheque by members of BMW drivers Club  
-B� 'BNJMJB� UP� UIF� CPBSE� PG� UIF� #K¶SO� 4DIVM[� 'PVOEBUJPO� 
SFQSFTFOUFE� CZ� .S� (¶U[� -FCVIO� BOE� .T� #¤SCFM� .BOHFMT� 
Keil. the collection boxes set up in advance by the club at  
well-known companies and at the BMW dealership were also 
BCVOEBOUMZ�趑MMFE��)FSF�BO�BEEJUJPOBM�TVN�PG�����FVSPT�XBT�SBJTFE��
there was also an auction of a vehicle belonging to the 1st Chair-
man of BMW drivers Club la Familia bearing the signatures  
of all meet-up participants. all in all, the total donation raised 
by the BMW drivers Club la Familia meet-up for the Sonnen-
hof Children’s Hospice was 2,500 euros. 

5IF�趑STU�NFFU�VQ�PG�#.8�%SJWFST�$MVC�-B�'BNJMJB�XBT�UIVT�B� 
resounding success. the club put on an impressive presentation,  
and both the organisation and implementation of the event were 
truly excellent. the many hours of voluntary work put in by la 
Familia club members were also much appreciated. the club 
has clearly demonstrated its family orientation. 

Special thanks go to the expertise and dedication of the staff 
at riller & Schnauck GmbH who contributed to the success 
of the event with their outstanding professionalism, as well as 
UP�#.8�$MBTTJD�BOE�UIF�#.8�$MVCT�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�0G趑DF�GPS�
support with the prizes. 

top: the youngest BMW fans on 
the bobby-car circuit.
bottom left: Gathering of parents 
and shadow children from the 
hospice.
bottom right: Helmut Schmid 
with Claudia thomas (Fundraising 
Hospiz Sonnenhof Berlin) and 
ralf Schwarz, (President of BMW 
drivers Club la Familia).
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dick Glaser, President BMW Club Nederland
if someone should mention the colours blue and white, 
one immediately thinks of clear blue skies and white  
beaches... Wrong! during the BMW Promotion day on  
7 September 2014 at Marum in the Netherlands, the whole 
village of Marum, in the dutch province of  Groningen and 
far from white beaches and clear blue skies, along with  
the BMW bikes, cars and classics turned blue and white.  
together with what were in fact white clouds in the blue  
sky, the colours  blue and white were strikingly evident  
in this small village in the north of the Netherlands.
For 14 years already, more than 500 enthusiastic owners (190 
motorbikes and 282 cars), dealers, specialists and trading  
companies) were brought together by a group of moti-
vated volunteers by the intiative of a couple of members  
PG� UIF� PG趑DJBM� %VUDI� #.8� $MVCT� BOE� BMM� NFNCFST� PG�
the BCNl, the dutch umbrella organization: BMW Club  
Nederland (BCN), the BMW touringclub, the BMW 02-Club  
and BMW Classic Cars. Mr Gerhard de Vries, alfred 
de Vries and andré Feunekes were the driving spirits  
behind the event, at which there was also international  
recognition thanks to the presence of the German BMW Club 
E34 iG ost Friesland.
this Promotion day, also called the dutch annual BMW 
.FFUJOH� JT�PSHBOJTFE�CZ�UIF�PG趑DJBM�#.8�$MVCT�UP�CSJOH�
people together and to exchange technical and touring  
information in support of the BMW slogan “Sheer driving 
Pleasure”. in the Netherlands the umbrella organization 
BMW Clubs Nederland is negotiating with BMW Nederland 
(importer) for a structural cooperation in their dutch BMW 
TBMFT� TUSBUFHZ�� � 5IJT� FOIBODFT� CFOF趑UT� GPS� NFNCFST� PG�
UIF�PG趑DJBM�#.8�DMVCT�	NFSDIBOEJTF�BWBJMBCJMJUZ�PG�TQFDJBM�
parts, discount on various promotion events and possible  
cooperation in mutual appearances in large car and  
motorbike shows like rai and Motorbeurs.
this BMW Promotion day shows that close cooperation  
between BMW Nederland, the BMW car and bike dealers  
and brand-related trading companies leads to a better 
awareness of the brand. With each member and BMW driver  
having an individual network of around 150 people, their 
commitment and enthusiasm are making huge waves.
at these promotion days appointments between individuals  
and organizations are made, merchandise and parts are 
traded and cars are sold because all the people there have 
one thing in common: BMW. So let’s be grateful that that 
we still have volunteers who are working day and night (be-
side their normal jobs) to get things done. thanks guys, 
compliments for your efforts and see you next time!

bmw 
promotion 
day in the  

netherlands.
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$ 75,000 (€60,000): i have spent that much on new motorcycles,  
associated gear and service from my local BMW motorcycle  
dealerships over the last 12 years after meeting the members of 
the Greater Cincinnati BMW Club, a chartered club of the BMW 
riders association.
i could’ve spent that at Honda, Yamaha or Kawasaki but i didn’t.  
8IZ �#FDBVTF� *�XFOU� PO�NZ� 趑STU�#.8�$MVC� SJEF����ZFBST� BHP�
and met a great group of BMW motorcycle people who helped me 
learn about motorcycling, starting with how to counter-steer to how 
to select proper gear, to how to get the right training. this was all 
from a local BMW club and was my introduction to motorcycling 
and to BMW.
add to that $32,000 (€25,000) for my Z3 – a gorgeous black 
roadster that runs like a scalded dog – and the total is well over 
$100,000 (€85,000).
.Z� 趑STU� SFBM�NPUPSDZDMF�XBT� B�%VDBUJ� ����4DSBNCMFS� QVSDIBTFE�
second or maybe third hand while in college. it was my daily  
commute to work, rain or shine, winter or summer. i wore hardware 
store work gloves in the winter. When my hands got too cold i held 
the gloves over the end of the exhaust pipe to warm them. they 
were early prototype heated gloves. Quality rider’s gear was just 
beginning to show up but was unknown to me then. the following  
three decades were devoted to house, family and my business  
career. riding was put on hold.
in 2002 i found myself in new circumstances and looked into  
riding again. My cousin, who was – and still is – a dedicated Harley  

rider, advised me to buy a used BMW because of their noted  
reliability and quality reputation. Said another way, he knew i would 
not be willing to wrench on it and instead wanted to be able to ride. 
So i bought a BMW K75, then a Cruiser, then an r 1150 rt, then 
an r 90/6 sidecar rig, then a Gtl – and now i am the delighted 
owner of a brand-new Water Boxer.
*O������*�XBT�BQQPJOUFE�UP�趑MM�UIF�UIFO�WBDBOU�5SFBTVSFSѳT�QPTJUJPO�PO�
the board of the BMW riders association. i have a Master’s degree 
in accounting, am a CPa (the equivalent of a Chartered accountant)  
and have volunteered for many years with my children’s schools, 
my church, and my college fraternity. Volunteering is ingrained in 
me. So when the opportunity arose to volunteer with a motorcycle 
club – i jumped on it.
after four years in that role i moved up to President. i am now in 
my third year as President. i have met many wonderful people from 
around the world that are BMW motorcycle and car enthusiasts.  
i am a member of the BMW Moa and CCa as well. So i am a proud 
member of all three U.S. umbrella clubs.

Hands down, the best ride was in the fall of 2013 as a group of 
us returned to Bled, Slovenia for the international Council Meeting. 
Predrag trkulja, the President of BMW Clubs Europa e. V., led us on 
an extraordinary ride through trenta Valley, over Vrsic Pass, lunching 
near Kobarid at Camp lazar and on to Kranjska Gora.
Closer to home in southeastern ohio there are many great places 
to ride as well as in the nearby appalachian Mountains. the Blue 

Name:          George Nyktas
Delegate of:       BMW Riders Association        International (BMW RA)Club member since:   2002

Residence:            Cincinnati, OH, USAHome club:    BMW Motorcycle Club Greater Cincinnati

“who’s who”
of the international council.

GeorGe 
nyktas.
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i’ve been everywhere man,  
i’ve been everywhere … 

(Johnny cash)

ridge Parkway and the Cherohala Skyway are particular favorites. 
i have ridden throughout the United States and in Canada –  
although i have many more places to visit. i have been to Vermont, 
North Carolina, alabama, arizona, Utah, Colorado, Northern California, 
Montana and lots of places in between. Club events have been an 
opportunity and excuse to see more and more of the country and the 

world. outside of North america, i have ridden in Germany, austria, 
italy, Slovenia, Croatia and a little corner of Switzerland. High on my 
list of riding adventures in a few years is a trip to aivali, turkey, the 
town where my father was born. Visiting and riding with friends in 
South africa is not too far out of reach either.

what is the key challenge facing us in the future? BMW 
Motorrad realized over a decade ago that it needed to appeal to 
a younger demographic in order to survive and to grow, and the 
BNB[JOH�OFX�NPEFMT�XFѳWF�TFFO�BSF�B�SF趒FDUJPO�PG�UIBU�MPOH�UFSN�
strategy. obviously clubs mirror the company’s customer base, 
but clubs are inherently slower to change and adapt. For the clubs 
to successfully bring new riders into the fold and fully realize the  
potential of the stunning new models BMW has brought us, they 
have not just to create new initiatives but to change their very culture.

ironically the BMW riders association is in an excellent  
position to target younger riders for the future. that we are a small 
organization (102 clubs with 4,150 members) means we are  
intimate and nimble enough to implement change quickly. We 
think of riding as a sport, and so have a long and sometimes  
controversial history of obsession with BMW’s newest technology  

and internal develop- 
ments, and especially  
BMW’s racing programs. 
BMW ra members, who 
have already proven them-
selves independent (or a 
little eccentric) in choosing 
a unique brand like BMW 
UP�SJEF�JO�UIF�趑STU�QMBDF�BSF�
perhaps even more so in 

choosing an iconoclastic group like the ra to associate with. 
We’re always keen to know the inside story. We want to know the  
details and the thinking behind the bikes. We want to talk with BMW 
leaders in Germany and in the U.S. – both within BMW and with key 
friends of the marque. and we want this because we are fans – in the 
same way that rock’n’ roll bands have fans who know every lyric of 
every song, or football teams have fans who plaster their walls with 
QPTUFST�GSPN�DFJMJOH�UP�趒PPS��*O�TIPSU�XF�UIJOL�PVS�SJEFST�BSF�KVTU�B�MJUUMF�
more fanatical than the average, and as we all know, it’s this youth-
ful spirit that translates best to a youthful rider. all of these tendencies 
are best displayed by the quality and content of our World ClaSS 
magazine – on the level. 
our challenge is to evangelize among the younger riders that BMW’s 
new offerings are bringing to the brand, and to use otl as the fulcrum 
to entice them.
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december
BMW Clubs asia Meeting, Manila, Philippines 
05 – 07.12.2014, kahwong@hotmail.com

January
annual General Meeting of the international BMW Classic and  
type Clubs Section, ilshofen, Germany 
30. 01–  01.02.2015, www.bmw-clubs.org

march
retro Classics, Stuttgart, Germany 
26 – 29.03.2015, www.messe-stuttgart.de/retro

april
techno Classica, Essen, Germany 
15 – 19.04.2015, www.siha.de

June
50th BMW Clubs Europa Meeting, davos, Switzerland 
04 – 07.06.2015, www.bcemeeting2015.com

annual General Meeting of the BMW Clubs latin america Federation, Panama City, Panama 
12 – 14.06.2015, www.bmwclubslaf.org

further hiGhliGhts
BMW Motorrad days, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany 
03 – 05.07.2015, www.bmw-motorrad.de

avd oldtimer Grand Prix, Nürburgring, Germany 
07 – 09.08.2015, www.nuerburgring.de

international Council Meeting, Melbourne, australia 
26 – 29.10.2015, www.bmw-clubs-international.com
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